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I 
was inspired by a number of pieces from the Carolinas 
when designing this sinuous, Federal-style sideboard.

Serpentine sideboards are some of the most challeng-
ing, and consequently the most rewarding, pieces to build. 
The sweeping façade makes them graceful and elegant, 

but introduces some serious head-scratching, at least the first 
time around. I’ve done all the problem-solving for you, and to 
guide you through every key step, we are making this article a 
two-parter. In this half, I’ll take you through the twists and turns 
of making the front and show you how to add the optional 
Federal-style inlay, and then in Part 2 I’ll demonstrate a way to 
build the rest of the piece quickly and efficiently. Look for the 
second half in FWW #224 in two months, right after the annual 
Tools & Shops issue. 

Everything starts with the doors
The sideboard’s two curved doors have a core of laminated bend-
ing plywood edged in solid mahogany and face-veneered with 
mahogany. Any time you are working with curved laminations, 
there may be a little variation in the sweep of the curve from one 
example to the next. If this happens, it is easy to tweak the curve 
of the front rails to match the doors, but it’s much harder to fine-
tune the doors to fit an already-constructed carcase. 

Draw a full-scale plan and build a couple of practice doors, 
without skipping a single step in the process. Even making one 
sample door might seem a waste of time and wood, but the effort 
is rewarded many times over because you’ll avoid serious mistakes 
and can use the practice doors as setup pieces down the road. 

Build the core from six layers of 1⁄8-in.-thick bending plywood 
laminated with liquid hide glue. Unlike white and yellow glues, 
liquid hide glue leaves a rigid bond that won’t creep, which would 
allow this tight bend to relax and change shape. After pressing the 
plies against a curved form in a vacuum bag, trim the core and 
apply the solid mahogany edging as shown on p. 52. 

The doors and drawer fronts on this piece are made from four 
book-matched mahogany veneer crotches. To make them easier 
to work and to resist splitting, mount them to a backer veneer 
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Core of the door. Six layers of 1⁄8-in.-thick bending plywood form the 
curved core for each of the sideboard’s doors. After applying the glue but 
before placing the package in the vacuum bag, nail the plies at the edges 
to the apex of the form to keep them from sliding around.

Edge the top and bottom. Joint and rip the top and bottom of the core. 
Then rough out the edging on the bandsaw and, after gluing it to the core, 
trim it flush on the router table. Then trim the core to width as shown, us-
ing a crosscut sled and a block to support the door at the proper angle.

using liquid hide glue and then apply them to the curved core. 
After you veneer both faces of the door, trim any overhang with a 
chisel. Place the finished doors on the plan and tweak the drawing 
to match the doors. Ideally, the change will be minimal.

The legs are shaped to follow the curve
This sideboard has six legs—two rear corner, two front corner, 
and two front center. The front legs follow the serpentine curve 
so each pair is unique, and difficult to wrap your head around. I’d 
make two front legs in poplar simply to figure out the cuts, and 
another pair in mahogany to repeat the cuts and to practice the 
inlay. As with the doors, you’ll recover the time spent making the 
practice legs with a smooth, efficient execution of the actual legs. 

I cut the leg blanks 5 in. overlong to have waste to pound on 
during the multiple dry-fits of the carcase, and to rest the point of a 
radius cutter on when creating the upper inlay. Mark a line around 
each leg defining the top, and another line around the middle where 
it will meet the bottom edge of the side, back, or lower rail. All ta-
pers start at these middle points. Now lay out and cut the mortises. 

Make the doors first
The laminated doors might not match the plan exactly 
after they dry, so adjust your drawing as necessary and 
build the rest of the piece to fit them.

AnATomy of A curved door

Inside of door faced 
with a single piece of 
no black line (NBL) 
3-ply mahogany veneer

Crotch mahogany 
veneer glued to 
NBL, and both 
glued to the door 
front

Solid mahogany 
side edging

Core, six layers of 1⁄8-in.-thick 
bending plywood laminated 
together

Solid mahogany top and 
bottom edging

The back legs have straightforward tapers on the inside faces. 
The front legs are more complicated because the taper on the 
back of the legs has to be parallel to the beveled front. On the 
front corner legs, cut a 17° bevel on the tablesaw running from the 
outside corner to the inner face. Clean up the cut on the jointer or 
with a handplane. These legs are also tapered on the two inside 
faces. Define the taper and the resulting diamond-shaped foot by 
using a combination square to draw a line on the bottom end of 
the leg parallel to, and a heavy 7⁄8 in. away from, the outside faces. 

Bandsaw the side taper and clean this up with a plane. The rear 
taper is more complicated. Make a cut on the bandsaw ending at 
the point of the foot farthest to the rear (see drawing, p. 56). Using 
a block plane and a card scraper, roll that cut until it flows into 
the line on the bottom of the foot, giving it the diamond shape.

The center legs require a 15° bevel on the front face running 
the opposite direction of the front corner legs. Only the front 
face remains flat while the other three are tapered to form a dia-
mond shape on the bottom. Each face of the diamond is about 
7⁄8 in. long. Saw and then handplane a 3⁄8-in. taper off each of the 
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sides. On the rear face, mark a 
line on the bottom of the leg 
a heavy 7⁄8 in. from and paral-
lel to the front face. reset the 
combination square for 15⁄8 in. 
and, referencing off the front 
of the leg, mark on the wide 
(21⁄8 in.) side a point along the 
line that defines the bottom of 
the lower front rail. Using a 
straightedge and a pencil, mark 
a line from this point to the dia-
mond outline on the bottom of 
the foot. Mark the taper on the 
opposite side of the leg as well. 
Most bandsaw tables tilt only to 
the right, so for the left center 
leg you need to cut the taper 
from the middle to the foot. Be-
cause the cut starts away from 
the edge of the leg, you need 
a notch to start in. Just below 
where the front rail will hit, take 
a handsaw and make a series of 
cuts totaling about 1 in. wide 
that run from one taper to the 
other. This will be an angled cut 
parallel to the face of the leg. 
Clean out the cuts with a chisel 
establishing the start of the in-
ner face. Tilt the saw table to 
15°, fit the blade into the notch, 
and cut the taper. Clean it up 
with a plane and scraper. 

On the right center leg, the 
cut begins at the foot, so make 
a single relief cut at the top of 
the taper. 

Stringing and bellflowers brighten the legs
Bellflowers are one of the signature items of Federal-style furni-
ture. Usually adorning the legs, they are also found on tambour 
doors, and display regional variations. I recommend doing sam-
ples of the inlay starting first on a flat piece of stock and then on 
an actual sample leg. Doing so works out any glitches that might 
develop and provides layout lines for positioning templates and 
pivot points. Much of the work duplicates what I demonstrated in 
the Master Class in FWW #180 when I made a Federal card table, 
so I’ll stick to the differences only. 

I use solid holly for this inlay, resawing it to about 0.035 in. thick 
on the tablesaw. Yellow glue has enough open time to get the inlay 
in the groove, but sets quickly enough to eliminate a lot of down 
time. Trying to level stringing prematurely may lead to tearout. 

Begin by cutting the rings using a Dremel mounted in a router 
base from Stewart MacDonald. A laminate trimmer is too big and 

Finish edging the core. After 
grooving the edging and roughing 
in its shape on the tablesaw, glue 
it to the core. Use a curved scraper 
to fair the curve on both sides of 
the edging. It is wide enough so you 
can trim the door later to center the 
crotch veneer and fit it to the case.

Two rabbets make a tongue. Using a slot-cutter on the 
router table, create a tongue on both long sides of the core. 
A support block holds the core at the correct angle. Raise 
and lower the bit to make the two parallel rabbeting cuts.

Veneer the doors. After laminating the crotch veneer to backer veneer, 
vacuum-press it onto the door using the same form used for the core. 
A layer of rubber shelf liner covered with wax paper evens out the 
pressure.

eXTend THe curve 
onTo THe sIde edgIng

The core’s curve extends to the solid-wood side 
edging. Start with oversize stock, dry-fit the 
tongue-and-groove joint, rough in the curve on 
the tablesaw, and finish with a scraper.

Door core

Remove waste on the 
tablesaw before gluing.

Solid mahogany edging, 11/4   in. 
thick by 2 in. wide by 
approximately 16 in. long

Slot cutter

First cut the top 
rabbet.

Then cut the 
bottom one.

Core
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SERPENTINE SIDEBOARDSerpentine sideboard

Front 
corner 
leg

Lower 
bellflower 
inlay

Stringing 
inlay

Stringing, 
1⁄16 in. thick by 
5⁄16 in. wide

Leg 
banding

Rear 
leg

Side, 3/4   in. thick 
by 175⁄8 in. wide  
by 163/4   in. long 

Tenon, 3⁄8 in. 
thick by 23⁄4 in. 
wide by 11⁄4 in. 
long

Tenon, 5⁄16 in. thick 
by 3/4   in. wide by 
3 in. long

Tenon, 
5⁄16 in. 
thick by 
27⁄8 in. 
wide by 
11/4   in. 
long

Tenon, 1/4   in. thick 
by 11/4   in. wide by 
3/4   in. long

Stub tenon, 
3⁄8 in. thick 
by 3⁄8 in. 
long 

Side rail, 
3/4   in. thick by 
31⁄2 in. wide 

Triple tenons, 
5⁄16 in. thick by 
41/4   in. wide 
by 11/4   in. long

Front 
center leg

Lower rail, 
11/4   in. thick by 
61⁄8 in. wide by 
583/4   in. long

Drawer divider, 
7⁄8 in. thick by 
61⁄8 in. wide by 
291/4   in. long

Back panel, 
7⁄16 in. thick by 
1011⁄16 in. wide 
by 107⁄8 in. long

Bottom panel, 
5⁄8 in. thick

Stub tenon, 1/4   in. 
thick by 1/4   in. long

Center divider, 
13⁄16 in. thick

Drawer runner, 5⁄8 in. 
thick by 19⁄16 in. wide

Slip tenon, 
1/4   in. thick by 
½   in. long

Drawer kicker, 1 in. 
thick by 35⁄8 in. wide

Groove, 1/4   in. 
wide by 1/4   in. 
deep

Panel 
support, 
1 in. thick by 
13/4   in. wide

Cleat, 
1 in. thick by 
13/4   in. wide

Back rail, 7⁄8 in. thick 
by 33/4   in. wide by 
593/4   in. long

Secure center 
divider through 
back.

Top, 1 in. thick by 22 in. 
wide by 613/4   in. long

Back stile, 
7⁄8 in. thick by 
31⁄2 in. wide by 
107⁄8 in. long

To purchase a 
digital plan and a 
complete cutlist for 

this sideboard and 
other projects, go to 
FineWoodworking
.com/PlanStore.

SOURCES 
OF  SUPPLY

HArdwAre
Londonderry Brasses LTD
londonderry-brasses.com

610-593-6239

Tongue, 
1/4   in. 
thick by 
1/4   in. 
long

Notch, 
1⁄8 in. deep

Groove, 1/4   in. 
wide by 1/4   in. 
deep
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Drawer side, 
7⁄16 in. thick

Drawer back,  
7⁄16 in. thick

Drawer bottom, 
3⁄8 in. thick

Drawer front, 
7⁄8 in. thick

Cock beading, 
1⁄8 in. thick by 
1 in. wide

Cock beading, 
1⁄8 in. thick by 
1 in. wide

Crotch veneer

Crotch 
veneer

Top Rails

Door

Top View

Drawer

Upper rail, 1 in. thick 
by 61⁄2 in. wide by 
583/4 in. long

613/4 in. 22 in.

141⁄4 in.

175⁄8 in.

571⁄4 in.

601⁄2 in.

27 in. 40 in.

153⁄8 in.

175⁄8 in.

41⁄8 in.

41⁄2 in.

5 in.

213⁄8 in.

4 in.

131⁄2 in.

Tenons, 1/4 in. 
thick by 5⁄8 in. 
wide by 1 in. 
long

Mortise, 1/4 in. 
thick by 1 in. wide  
by 3/4 in. deep

Mortise, 
5⁄16 in. 
thick by 
7⁄8 in. 
wide by 
11⁄8 in. 
deep
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3 different legs are needed

Bandsaw the taper. Angle the table to line up the blade 
with the notch, and cut the taper down the back of the leg.

Create a notch. On the back face of the left center leg, use 
a handsaw to create a series of cuts angled to match the 
front face, starting just below where the lower rail will meet 
the leg. Then clean out the cuts with a chisel.

powerful for this delicate work and offers poor visibility of the 
workpiece. I use a foot-pedal on/off switch to keep both hands 
on the Dremel at all times. 

Using a heating iron with a backing strap (an automotive feeler 
gauge works well), bend the holly stringing to the shape of the 
ring and cut a scarf joint. Inject some glue into the groove using a 
syringe and press the holly in place. After it dries, level the string-
ing with a sharp chisel. Put in the top and bottom arcs by spinning 
a Lie-Nielsen radius tool. glue in a strip of holly, butting the ends 
to the ring and running out to a point that the straight lines will 
intersect. Let it dry and level them to the surface.

The straight stringing cannot be cut with a Dremel or a hand tool 
that references off the sides of the leg because of the diamond 
shape and absence of 90° corners. Instead, I modified a card 
scraper by filing a pair of sawteeth on the end of one long edge 
and grinding back the rest of that edge to let the teeth protrude. 
To guide the toothed scraper and to avoid having a clamp in the 
middle that might interfere with the scraper, I bowed one face 

How To TAper THe legs

The back legs are simple but the front ones are not: for one thing, their faces 
are beveled to match the serpentine shape, and the back faces need to be 
parallel to the front face to maintain an even taper. That means the front cen-
ter legs must make an abrupt transition between top and bottom.

LefT rear 
Leg

LefT fronT 
corner Leg

LefT fronT 
cenTer Leg

15⁄8 in.

15⁄8 in.

15⁄8 in. 15⁄8 in.
15⁄8 in.

15⁄8 in.

21⁄8 in.

15⁄16 in.

15⁄16 in.

13/4 in.

11/4 in.

17° 15°

2nd cut

2nd cut1st cut

1st cut

Remove 
shaded 
area with 
a block 
plane.

All sides 
15⁄16 in. long. 
Inside edges 
parallel to 
outside ones.

3⁄8 in.

3rd cut

Create a 1-in.-wide 
notch on the back side.

Clean up the cut. 
Use a block plane 
and a scraper to 
smooth and flat-
ten the bandsawn 
surface.

cenTer legs TAper To A noTcH 
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Hand-cut grooves 
work best. Be-
cause the legs are 
diamond-shaped, 
it’s hard to guide a 
power tool off the 
adjacent side when 
cutting the grooves 
for the stringing. 
So Latta custom-
ground sawteeth 
onto a scraper and 
ran it along a block 
of wood.

A bunch of flow-
ers. Stacking 
four sheets of 
1⁄16-in.-thick holly 
between top and 
bottom waste 
pieces, Latta spray-
mounts the pattern 
to the top piece 
and wraps clear 
tape around the 
package. After drill-
ing access holes 
for the scrollsaw 
blade, he cuts out 
the flowers.

Excavate an arc. Use a radius inlay tool to cut 
the arc at the top of each section of stringing. 
Cut through the ring only in one place to give 
the impression that it is hanging from the arc.

Bellflowers start with a ring. Ride the shaft 
of a 1⁄32-in.-dia. spiral bit against the sides of a 
13⁄16-in.-dia. hole in ½  -in. thick MDF to create 
the groove for the inlaid ring of holly.

of a piece of oak about 1 in. square by 20 in. long so that, like a 
caul, it could be held in place with only a clamp at each end. I 
covered this bowed side with peel-and-stick sandpaper so that it 
would not slide when clamped to the leg. 

Cutting the intersection with the already inlaid arcs is rather fid-
dly. The straight stringing ends in a sharp point, so cut this part 
of the groove using an X-Acto knife or a scalpel and then clean it 
out using a strip of card scraper about 5⁄8 in. wide with each end 
ground to a low angle. I used a #5 carving gouge to cut the end of 
the straight line stringing so that it continues the curve of the arc. 

Once all the stringing is in, it’s time for the bellflowers—
Bellflowers originating from the Carolinas do not consist of indi-
vidual petals; instead, the three petal flowers are cut as a single 
piece and set into the leg. After scrollsawing the bellflowers, use 
a #3 fishtail gouge to clean up any curves that just don’t flow.

run a pencil line down the center of the inlay area to help lay 
out the bellflowers. On a full-scale photocopy of the bellflowers, 
cut a little window in the paper at the top and bottom of the chain 
of flowers and use this to position the flowers along the line. with 

TIps for THe sTrIngIng 
And Bellflowers

The bellflowers are a beautiful federal period 
decoration, but you can go with the stringing 
alone for a more contemporary look.

Top of Leg BoTToM of Leg

For full size, photocopy 
bellflower layout at 200%.
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Tenon the 
upper and lower 
rails. Cut the 
double-tusk tenons 
on the ends of both 
rails. The boards 
are wide and long, 
so use a tall fence 
connected to a pair 
of miter gauges. 
Note the tall stop 
block attached to 
the fence.

Test the fit. Chisel away the waste between 
the sawkerfs and then fit the lower rail to the 
notch.

The lower rail-to-center-leg joint. A notch in the center leg receives the lower rail, which is 
slid in from the back. Rout a 1⁄8-in.-deep recess in both sides of the leg that stops 3⁄16 in. from the 
front (left). Connect the two recesses with an angled cut across the back of the leg (right). 

corner raiL DeTaiL
When cutting the tenons 
on the ends of the front 
rails, remember to cut 
an extra-wide recess in 
front of them to allow 
the rail to fit in front of 
the beveled face of the 
leg.

InsIde THe joInery

The center legs connect to the rails and drawer dividers with a variety of 
joints. execute and dry-fit the joints before cutting the front curves.

Upper rail

Third, slide  
the lower rail in 
from the back.

First, slide the 
drawer dividers 
into the center 
legs.

Install outside 
legs last.

Drawer 
divider

Lower 
rail

Cut clearance 
corners on 
lower rail for 
checking the 
fit.

Section cut 
away after joint 
is dry-fit.

Left 
center leg

Leave rails and 
dividers square 
for dry-fitting.

Left front 
leg

Recess

Beveled 
face of leg

2

1

3

Tenon the 
center legs. 
Three tenons 
connect each 
center leg to 
the upper rail. 
Use the same 
setup as before.

2

1

3

Second, slide the upper 
rail onto the center 
legs from above.

Rails and dividers form the front
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Then add the rails. Bring the top rail down onto the tenons on the top 
of the center legs. Then slide the lower rail in from the rear. Last, add the 
front corner legs and check that everything is snug and square. 

Drawer dividers 
first. Begin by dry-
fitting the drawer 
dividers to the center 
legs.

and that becomes my setup piece. I cut the tenons close and then fit 
them with a float or file. Use the plan to lay out the location of the 
mortises on the rail and cut them with the hollow-chisel mortiser. 
I cut the center legs down to 391⁄2 in. and tablesaw the tenons on 
one of the cutoffs to use as a setup piece. Because there is such a 
large glue surface with this joint, the fit should not be overly tight.

To allow the lower rail to slide in from the back, you must first 
cut some notches in each center leg (see opposite page). Transfer 
the profile of the notch to the rail and cut the rail to receive the 
leg. work the leg back into the notch slowly, making sure it goes 
back into the rail the proper amount. Use a combination square 
and reference off the back edge of the rails to make sure that the 
two rails align or everything will be out of square and twisted. 
Make sure the openings are square.

Once the joinery on the rails is done, lay out and cut the double-
tusk tenons in the drawer dividers. I make these dividers from 
stock about 7 in. wide to ensure that they hang past the upper 
and lower rails in the back. Once the dividers have been fitted 
into the legs, attach the upper and lower rails for a dry-fit. with a 
straightedge resting on the upper and lower rails and tight to the 
drawer dividers, place a pencil mark on both ends of the dividers 
and trim the dividers to this line. This ensures that the back edges 
of all four pieces are in line. The top rail becomes the template 
for curving the lower rail and the drawer dividers so they need 
to have a common point of reference. 

Shaping and inlaying the front legs as well as the leg-to-rail and 
drawer-divider joinery are probably the hardest parts of this proj-
ect. You are now more than halfway through. In the next article 
(FWW #224), we’ll shape the front of the cabinet, complete the 
base, fit and finish the doors, and complete the sideboard. □

Steve Latta is a contributing editor.

a sharp awl, punch through the pattern at the top and bottom of 
each flower, leaving a series of small pricks in the surface of the 
leg. These marks are used to position each flower.

Use a tiny speck of hot hide glue at the top and bottom of each 
flower to temporarily locate all eight. After the glue has set for a 
bit, trace around each flower with a scalpel or X-Acto knife and 
then pop it off using the same tool. I excavate the recess using 
the Dremel and router base with a 3⁄64-in.-dia. bit and clean up the 
corners with a Stanley 272 router plane with a tip that has been 
ground to a point. After all of the recesses are complete, I spread 
a little hide glue into each one and press in the flowers. Before 
adding the clamping caul, I place a thin piece of foam faced with 
clear tape on top to add a little spring and help accommodate any 
irregularities. After the glue has dried (hide glue fills small gaps), 
use a card scraper to level the flowers to the surface.

On the front, cut the joinery before the curves
Although there are a lot of components in this piece, you can 
simplify the building process. First, mill components of the same 
thickness all at once. For instance, the upper cleat and drawer 
kicker are the same thickness as the upper front rail. The interior 
panel assemblies and the side compartment bottoms are joined 
with stub tenons. Take those components to thickness but leave 
them a little wide and long for final joinery. Having those pieces 
ready to go saves a great deal of time when setting up to groove 
the back edges of the face frame into which they fit. 

Besides the four legs, the front of the cabinet consists of an 
upper and lower rail and a pair of drawer dividers. The rails and 
dividers are not curved until all the joinery is cut and dry-fitted. 

Double tenons create a strong joint—Begin on the tablesaw, 
cutting the double-tusk tenons on the ends of the rails. Because 
these rails are wide and long, I fit a short piece of scrapwood first 

dry-fIT THe 
wHole fronT

after cutting all 
the joinery, dry-fit 
the front of the 
sideboard. once you  
are happy with the 
fit, disassemble the 
pieces and saw the 
serpentine profile 
on the crosspieces 
(described in Part 2).
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